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(a)

Question NO.1 is compulsory.
Attempt any fou" questions from remaining six questions.

State whether each of the following statement is true or false, justify your answer\n 2 to 3 sentences.
(i) A stable filter is always ca,usal.
(ii) If a linear phase filter having Anti symmetric even number of coefficients, then the filter

nr.t:~ liko a hand pn~~ filtor only.
(iii) 1FT fillers have reCUI~IVUlualtLallull alwjlY~;.

\ (iv) H1(z) and H2(z) both have zeros at (+ 0.5) and ( .- 0.2). However H1(z) has both the
;poles at origin; whereas H2(z) has only one pole and it is situated at origin. Both the
'systems are causal FIR systems.

(i) A system has an overall impulse response as h(n) = { 7, -- 1, 3, 1,7,O,6} and Is configured
as shown below: i
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. (b)

h1(n) = 3u(n):- 2u (n - 1) - u (n - 2)
h2(n) = 2 o(n) + o(n - 2)
find h3(n).

(Ii) x1(n) = ( 1, 2, 3, 4} and X2(n) ={ 5, 6, 7, 8 } find X1(k) and x2(k) of the above sequences by
performing OFT computation only once.
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(a} 10Obtain a digital filter transfer function by applying impulse invariant transformation on the analog
transfer function given

H (s) = s
a s2 + 3s + 2

using fs = 1k samples/sec.

(b) 10A low pass filter has the response
: H(ejW) = .2e- jwa I w I < ][/2

= a , ][/2 < I w I < ][

Find h(n) for transition width <:][/32, calculate the window length and the value of ex.for
(i) Rectangular window (ii} Hamming window.

(a) An eig'ht p0int sequence x(n) is given by x1(n) = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 }
(i) Find the OFT of X1(n) Le. x1(k) using anyone of the FFT technique.
(ii) Let x2(n) = { 5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Using appropriate OFT property and the answer of

previous part, determine X2(k).
(iii) Again use proper OFT property and find x3(k) where x3(n) = x1(n) + X2(n).

What is the differ9nce between periodic convolution and circular convolution? Explain how linear
convolutioncan be implemented using circular convolution.
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(b)

(b)

For a linear shift invariant system-
h(n) = 8(n - 1) + 8(n - 2) + 8(n - 3)

find the frequency response H(eiw). Plot the magnitude and phase response.
Determine the order and the poles 01 a low pass Butterworth filter that has a - 3 dB bandwidth of
500 Hz and an attenuation of 40 dB at 1000 Hz. Also draw the rough sketch of frequency
respon:.:e characteristics of the Butterworth filter.
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(a) 10Find the inverse of--

(b)

x(z)=~
(z-1)2 (z- 2)

Sketch the poie-zero plot 01-
x(z) = Z2 + 2.5z - 2.5z. 1 - z- 2

If x(n) is a linear phase sequenCe? If yes plot the phase response for around 10 (ten) different
values of w.
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6. (a) Consider a causal linear time Invariantsystem whose system functionIs-

1+ 1 z-1
H(z)= 5

(1-iz-1 +iz-2) ( 1+~Z-1)
Draw the signal flow graph for implementation of the system in each of the following forms:

(i) Direct iorm I
(ii) Direct form II
(iii) Cascade form
(iv) Parallel form.

Explain with example minimum, maximum and mixed phase system.(b)

7. (a) Explain the Goertzel algorithm.
(b) Write note ~>nstructure of IIR filler.
(c) With the help of block diagram, explain architecture of TMs 32 C 5 x series of processors.
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